A Biennial plans to take the form of an art school on Cyprus and ends up as a series of seminars in Berlin. An artistic director of Documenta tosses up the word *Bildung* and one hundred magazines try to catch it. Uninteresting art fairs actually organize interesting public debates. According to Tom Holert, “Within the art world today, the discursive formats of the extended library-cum-seminar-cum-workshop-cum-symposium-cum-exhibition have become preeminent modes of address and forms of knowledge production.”

While “education” has become, as Mai Abu ElDahab noted on the occasion of the announcement of the plans for the 2006 Manifesta Biennial 6 on Cyprus, “the buzz word in the art world,,” and it is possible, as Irit Rogoff did more recently, to speak of an “educational turn in curating,” it seems to be much less fashionable to go into too much detail about institutions of art education as such. In observations such as these the stress is placed on expanding the notion of the academy, rather than on deepening the concept of the academy stricto sensu. Their aim appears to be to include as many art institutions as possible within the field of expanded academia, rather than to define the specific role of the art academy as such. Very often, the academic turn seems to be a way to turn away from the academy: indeed, if the art field becomes an academic one, then what an academy has to offer can also be found elsewhere, at other institutions and self-organized initiatives constituting the field of expanded academia. The suggestion seems clear: we don’t need the academy.

Although there certainly are some notable exceptions, many participants in the debates on education and the arts, even if they aren’t necessarily hostile towards the art academy as an institution, clearly shy away from discussing the particularities of higher art education. One of these particularities, insofar as Europe is concerned, is the way in which art academies are involved in the so-called Bologna Process, which is supposed to lead to the establishment of a European Higher Education Area in 2010, which should, in accordance with the Lisbon Strategy, contribute to the establishment of the European Union as the world’s biggest knowledge economy starting next year. In these debates, “Bologna” is at most allowed to play the role of annoying background music to their high-spirited essays: they almost never confront the detailed characteristics and implications of the Bologna Process as such. The motto that governs their statements seems to be: “Bologna is bad, so let’s not talk about it any further.” Thus, while rightly refusing the (art) academy the monopoly on (art) education, one conveniently allows oneself not to think about the (art) academy.
altogether. This doesn’t mean that there aren’t any relevant discussions going on within (art) academies, on the contrary. But many of the high-profile voices in the contemporary debates on education and the arts aren’t going to tell you what these internal discussions are about, even if occasionally they may be very well positioned to do so. Therefore I set myself the task of talking about a few things that some of my esteemed colleagues seem rather reluctant to talk about.

At art academies in many of the forty-six European countries participating today in the Bologna Process, the doctorate in the arts has become the subject of heated discussions. First of all, there is the existential question many people ask: Why should there be a doctorate in the arts, rather than nothing? Weren’t we happy without it? It is no secret that many people see neither the socio-economic necessity nor the artistic relevance of a doctorate in the arts. There is fierce opposition to it from people within higher arts education, universities, and the arts field – at least in so far as it still makes sense to draw a clear-cut distinction between higher arts education, universities, and the arts. Indeed, among many other things, the Bologna Process could be described as a deconstruction of the old demarcations between precisely these three sectors. In any event, from various positions within these sectors in the process of deconstruction that is called Bologna, voices are heard opposing the doctorate in the arts. Against these voices – whether coming from the grumpy old folks who prefer to continue to live in a world that no longer exists and cling to the character of institutions as they once knew them, or from the jumpy young ones who already live in a world yet to come and fly at the character of institutions which they believe they know are no longer useful – I would like to fiercely defend the doctorate in the arts.

A defense of the doctorate in the arts is an institutional condition of possibility for the defense of a doctorate in the arts. A doctorate in the arts will always be defended according to a certain concept of the doctorate in the arts, laid out in rules that have previously been defended within the responsible university or faculty board or council. As a matter of fact, the latter kind of defense might turn out to be as exhausting as the defense of a doctorate as such. It will continue to demand a good deal of struggle in order to establish that the doctorate in the arts meets artistic – rather than merely academic – requirements and expectations. In this respect, strange as it may seem, many of today’s
strongest opponents of the doctorate in the arts are more trustworthy allies in the struggle for an artistically meaningful doctorate in the arts than some of those who count themselves among its most outspoken and enthusiastic proponents. The way in which some people today defend the concept of a doctorate in the arts is utterly unconvincing and probably part of the reason for the strong opposition to it.

Those opposing the doctorate in the arts are indeed so outspoken, one may wonder how the idea of a doctorate in the arts came up in the first place. A reminder of a few crucial steps in the Bologna Process may be helpful in understanding the idea's emergence in continental Europe. The Bologna Process was launched with the Bologna Declaration on June 19, 1999.\(^5\) Now, all countries participating in the Bologna Process are supposed to do so of their own accord. Unlike an Intergovernmental Treaty, the Bologna Declaration is not a legally binding document. European sanctions are not what drives the whole process, but rather what some have called "international peer pressure." With the 1999 Bologna Declaration, the then twenty-nine participating countries committed themselves, but were not formally obliged to the:

- Adoption of a system of **easily readable and comparable degrees** . . . in order to promote European citizens employability and the international competitiveness of the European higher education system;

- Adoption of a system essentially based on **two main cycles**, undergraduate and graduate. Access to the second cycle shall require successful completion of first cycle studies, lasting a minimum of three years. The degree awarded after the first cycle shall also be relevant to the European labour market as an appropriate level of qualification. The second cycle should lead to the master and/or doctorate degree as in many European countries;

- Establishment of a **system of credits** - such as in the ECTS system - as a proper means of promoting the most widespread student mobility.

- Promotion of **mobility** by overcoming obstacles to the effective exercise of free movement . . .

- Promotion of **European co-operation in quality assurance** with a view to developing comparable criteria and methodologies;

- Promotion of the **necessary European dimensions in higher education**, particularly with regards to curricular development, inter-institutional co-operation, mobility schemes and integrated programmes of study, training and research.\(^6\)

The 1999 Bologna Declaration focused a great deal on the question of how to enhance the mobility of students and teachers. Counter to the ongoing backlash against mobility (wherein people ask about your ecological footprint as soon as they discover your above-average mobility), I think it is important to defend mobility, not as the obligation, but as the freedom to move. For this reason, the hypermobile actors within the field of expanded academia, whatever their reservations about the academy as an institution might be, should endorse this aim of the Bologna Process – unless they would want to consider the advantages of describing academies as closed, regionally oriented institutions operating in contrast to the open and globally oriented institutions of expanded academia.

However, it appears that the Bologna Process, insofar as it created instruments of comparison between study courses across an expanded Europe, also created instruments that purport to show in an objective way that study course X in country A doesn't have the same value as study course Y in country B. Indeed, an instrument of comparison may show the
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third cycle.
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While the Bologna Process facilitated the recognition of “artistic research” as a fundamental task of art academies— a task which many of them were already performing “before Bologna”— universities and academies are now struggling both with the concept of artistic research itself and with the question of how to assess the output of artistic research. This is a very complex discussion, one with which universities can occasionally appear impatient. At the same time, universities generally don’t have accepted answers to the question of how to assess the output of scientific research either.

Sometimes universities seem to be torn between, on the one hand, their own academic uncertainties, and, on the other, the leadership role that policy makers bestowed on them within the academicized process of higher arts education. When universities tell academies, for instance, that the unquestioned norm in academic evaluation is “double-blind peer review,” this contradicts the fact that, within the scientific community itself, this norm has been under attack for many years, and that a number of high-profile scientific journals, such as the British Medical Journal, have made the decision (motivated by scientific studies) to abandon blind peer review in favor of open review, in which the name of the referee is known to the author of the article under review. Today, it seems a scientifically proven fact that the quality of open review is as good as that of blind review.

When universities tell academies that citation analysis provides an objective criterion to measure research output, they are again, deliberately or not, concealing the fact that citation analysis is considered by many in the scientific community to be a very flawed procedure for measuring research output. In fact, ever since Eugene Garfield published the first Science Citation Index, in 1964, it has been a very controversial instrument, its possible misuses being recognized from the very beginning by leading scientists, such as Nobel Prize winner Joshua Lederberg. Lederberg, while promoting it as a tool for research, fiercely rejected it as a tool for measuring research output. Not only are all known citation indexes far from complete, they are also horribly biased in favor of articles and against books. To that one might add that the Science Citation Index and the other citation indexes are products sold by Thomson, a media corporation which also owns many academic journals. To me, this sounds very much like a conflict of interest. Nevertheless, many research managers continue to consider citation analysis, based on the use of Thomson’s citation indexes (which enjoy an absolute commercial monopoly), as a useful tool for measuring research output. In discussions between universities and academies, it is often suggested that academies should invent “analogous” tools for measuring artistic research output. And thus it happens that some people are beginning to dream of an Art Citation Index, while others are talking about the need to classify artistic venues in the same way as academic journals are classified according to their “impact factor.” It might not now be long before somebody invents the new science of “artometrics.”

The Bologna Declaration as such does not constitute an absolute evil for education, but the institutional and political struggles to impose certain of its interpretations do present many dangers, of which most people working at art academies are very well aware. The good news is that, due to what many people working and studying at academies experience (with good reason) as harassment by the Bologna Process, the academy is also in the process of reinventing itself. The pressure in the field of expanded academia, in which many other types of institutions are readily offered as alternatives to the overregulated field of higher arts education, certainly plays a key role too in this process of reinventing the academy. Some academies are successfully reinventing themselves through the cooptation of people who made their career outside the academy, as writers, critics, curators, artists, and so forth. It may seem in blatant contradiction with the academicization process of European higher (arts) education that is the Bologna Process, but it isn’t. If the Ministers responsible for Higher Education would like their academies to become or stay competitive within a field of expanded academia, in which there are many attractive alternative models of education, one should endow academies with enough autonomy to position themselves strategically within this field. The big frustration of many academies all over Europe today is their lack of autonomy, which doesn’t allow them to make the decisions considered necessary by those trying to manage them. Meanwhile, the argument for autonomy is splendidly made by those academies in Europe that have been able to maintain or even augment their autonomy, such as the impressive Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna. At art academies of this scale, there is enough critical mass to allow them to stand confidently next to their big sister the university, rather than becoming a department within it. Even more, they’ve become universities themselves.
Today, the academy is asking not to be considered as the only legitimate place of art education, but as a credible partner within this endeavor. The time of academy-bashing is over. Indeed, the academy is back, almost. It’s absolutely fine to situate yourself outside the academy. But one shouldn’t hesitate to play a role within an academy, as many former outsiders today do quite successfully. It is my bet that the art academy is going to be the defining innovative institution within the art field in the next twenty years, much more so than museums, galleries, biennials, whatever. There might even come a time when museums of contemporary arts will be run as the exhibition facilities of nearby academies, just as the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zurich today runs Monte Verità as a conference facility. If museums of contemporary arts desire to belong to the field of expanded academia, as indeed they seem to, this scenario makes perfect sense. And maybe one day we will be quite accustomed to the fact that a solo exhibition in a museum of contemporary arts can’t be anything but the presentation of a...doctorate in the arts.

This text is a version of a lecture to be presented in Amsterdam on March 18, 2009, in the Studium Generale Rietveld Academie lecture program titled “Monte Verità (2) or the Academy as a Model for ‘Being in the World.’” Many thanks to Gabrielle Schleijpen and Jorinde Seijdel for their kind invitation.


4 In order to be accepted as a participating country in the Bologna Process, nation states don’t have to be a Member state of the European Union. According to the Berlin Communiqué of September 19, 2003, all European countries that signed the European Cultural Convention, accept the basic premises of the Bologna Declaration, and strive to implement the Process at the national level, can become participating countries in the Bologna Process. The current number of countries participating in the Bologna Process is forty-six. San Marino and Monaco, two more countries that signed the European Cultural Convention, are not participating in the Bologna Process for lack of higher education institutions.

5 Many of the most distinguished among those who speak and write so much about education and the arts do not seem aware that there is no such thing as a “Bologna Accord.” Indeed, there is a fundamental difference between an Accord and a Declaration. Today, you and I could make a solemn declaration that one day we would like to sign an Accord. In that case we would have a Declaration, but not yet an Accord. Or, rather, it could be that yesterday we signed a little Accord stipulating that today we would make this solemn Declaration. And once we reach the final Accord we can make it known to the world in a joint Declaration. But once we have a final Accord, we don’t need the spectacle of a joint Declaration for the Accord to be valid, unless it is explicitly stated in the Accord that it is invalid without the spectacle of a Declaration.


9 The information which follows is also to be found on the official Web site 2006–2009 of the Bologna Secretariat, which is maintained by the Ministry of Education of the Flemish Community of Belgium. See http://www.ond.vlaanderen.be/hogeronderwijs/bologna.


11 For a polemical evocation of this struggle concerning the concept of “artistic research,” see my essay “A Portrait of the Artist as a Researcher” in A.C.A.D.E.M.Y., ed. Angelika Nollert, Irit Rogoff, Bart De Baere, Yilmaz Dziewior, Charles Esche, Kerstin Niemann, and Dieter Roelstraete (Frankfurt: Revolver, 2006), 220–222. Herman Asselberghs, Ina Wudtke, and I participated as a collective in the exhibition “ACADEMY. Learning from Art” at the Museum of Contemporary Art (MuHKA) in Antwerp (September 14–November 26, 2006). See also Herman Asselberghs, Dieter Lesage, and Ina Wudtke, “Reflections,” in ibid., 32–39. After the “ACADEMY” project, the continuation of these reflections on the concept of artistic research took the form of two symposia co-organized with Kathrin Busch (at the Leuphana Universität Lüneburg, May 11–12, 2007) and Sabeth Buchmann (at the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna, June 1, 2007), and two exhibitions co-curated with Ina Wudtke: “A Portrait of the Artist as a Researcher,” freiraum/quarter 21, Vienna, July–August 2007 (with artists Herman Asselberghs, Annette Wehrmann, and Office Kersten Geers David Van Severen), and “A Portrait of the Artist as a Researcher 2.0,” Beursschouwburg, Brussels, March 2008 (with artists Jacques André, Herman Asselberghs, Sven Augustijn, Jolina Boyce, Art Jones, and Jill Magid). A large part of the discursive output of the so-called Re:RESEARCH project (funded by the Rits school for audiovisul and performing arts, Erasmushogeschool Brussel) is to be found in A Portrait of the Artist as a Researcher: The Academy and the Bologna Process.


14 On the history of the Science Citation Index and of scientometrics, see Paul Wouters, The Citation Culture (PhD diss., University of Amsterdam, 1999).

15 For a very interesting description of the relationship between the academy and expanded academia, see Jan Verwoert, “School’s Out I-?,” in Notes for an Art School, 56–63.